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In New York City, people are slain and strangled to death brutally on the open street. All witnesses
agree that the murderer was in a cop's uniform. Soon the police searches and finds a suspect in its
own ranks: Jack Forrest, turned in by his own wife. To prove his innocence, he has to investigate on
his own. Innocent people are being brutally murdered on the streets of New York City by a uniformed
police officer. As the death toll rises and City Hall attempts a cover-up, Frank McCrae heads the
investigation. A young cop, Jack Forrest, finds himself under arrest as the chief suspect, having been
the victim of a set-up by the real killer and a mysterious woman phone-caller. Forrest, his girlfriend
Theresa, and McCrae set out to solve the puzzle before the Maniac Cop can strike again. Maniac Cop
is a cool little movie. Made with a small budget and few known actors, I thought that it was going to
be stupid and cheap looking. I was wrong. With an original script that features respective characters
and a new horror villain, this film was very entertaining and well done. Unlike many horror and action
movies of today, this film didn't need a huge budget to make it good. It just called for good direction
and good use of low funds.What really made this film good was not just a cool hero like Bruce
Campbell to root for, but the actual reality that some of the things in here could very well happen in
real life, adding to the films scary mood. The main point of this flick is about a cop who was killed in
prison by his fellow inmates(after being sent their for police brutality and murder)and then somehow
returning to life to go back onto the streets and get revenge against not only criminals but against
innocent people as well. It is then up to Bruce Campbell and company to put an end to the Maniac
Cops murderous rampage and restore peace to the fearful city once again. I recommend this film
and think you should rent it whenever you get the chance to. I give it two thumbs up. RATED R FOR
STRONG ACTION, VIOLENCE/GORE,LANGUAGE, AND INTENSE SITUATIONS. I had this flick on DVD for
years but never watched it until it came out on Blu Ray on the magnificent Arrow label. The release
on DVD was cut and wasn't remastered. Sad to see that this was again a perfect example why horror
failed at the end of the eighties. It doesn't had anything to offer and it could have been a classic in
the grindhouse genre.

Maybe a bit sarcastic those words written above. But let me explain. It failed at the box offices
because there's no suspense in this flick and because everybody thought that William Lustig, the
director, would made another Maniac (1980). But the weirdness or even brutality of Manica is left
out. Horror was a not done thing at the end of the eighties and we had to wait until Scream (1996)
until the revival came. Also on the end of the eighties grindhouses and drive-ins were broken down
so this flick which would fit perfectly into that scene couldn't really find it's way to the geeks.

And I must even say that I didn't like the performance of Bruce Campbell. Sad to say but after the
Evil Dead trilogy he failed here for me. On the other hand the performance of Tom Atkins was great
and believable. Laurene Landon couldn't convince me too.

It's a weird flick because when there is a killing sometimes it's really bloody, not gory. Due the open
ending it was clear that Maniac Cop 2 (1990) was on his way with almost the same actors. The
maniac was played by Robert Z'Dar. He's known for The Night Stalker (1987) which clocked in on the
serial killer Richard Ramirez (1985). He did well here with his supernatural personality. Just watch the
cameo by Sam Raimi as a reporter, funny.

For me Tom Atkins really saved the day. Still, it's one to see for a few bloody shots.

Gore 2/5 Nudity 0/5 Effects 3/5 Story 2/5 Comedy 0/5 In Japan a special cut was aired for television
that features several prolonged story pieces that can't be found in the Theatrical Version of this
movie. This adds up to a toal difference of nearly six minutes between both cuts.

In Britain the movie was released cut on VHS, whereas the DVD features the original uncensored
Theatrical Version. One can find a comparison with pictures here. a5c7b9f00b 
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